Ref: Notice of a call for tenders (middle value)

ESMA reference: PROC/2022/09
Tender name: Crypto data

Description of required services / products:
Crypto off-chain data, i.e., data that does not originate from a blockchain or DLT, including spot and derivatives trading activity at centralised exchanges or OTC. The coverage should encompass all major exchanges and crypto assets so that it provides a fair representation of the crypto market landscape. Data should be available with daily frequency and include access to order books where to see spreads and liquidity across exchanges and trading pairs (in fiat and crypto).

Description of contract – contract value and duration:
The contract ceiling is EUR 100 000 (one hundred thousand euros), corresponding to the maximum duration of the framework contract (4 years).

How to express interest in participating in this tender:
Please request the full documentation by sending an e-mail with the tender reference number to procurement@esma.europa.eu before 17 August 2022 – 11:59 p.m.